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hot absorber. Th
he goal is too decrease th
he energy
mand for heatting, cooling and lighting by using
dem
solaar energy.

ABSTR
RACT
T
This paper prresents a sim
mplified modell for
Transpareent Solar Thermal Collectors (TSTC). An
existing, validated detailed
d
modeel was usedd to
b comparingg the
identify tthe formula’s coefficients by
simulatioon results of both
b
models. The accuracyy of
the simpllified model as
a well as thee influence off the
set of sim
mulations useed to establissh the model has
been invvestigated. Thhe simplified model has bbeen
comparedd to other form
mulas. The mo
odel has proveen to
be able too predict accurrately the colllector efficienncy.

INTRODUCTION
N
Transparrent Solar Th
hermal Collecctors
IIn order to meet th
he new en ergy
regulationns[1], the buillding facade must
m take a laarger
role in ennergy producttion. This is especially
e
truee for
buildingss with a low
w roof-to-facaade ratio suchh as
high-rise buildings andd skyscrapers.

Figure 1 Schematic draawing of a TSTC
C

Building-In
T
Transparent
ntegrated
S
Solar
Thermal Systems (BIS
ST) using a liquid heat trannsfer
a
interestin
ng options. T
They
medium offer new and
provide rrenewable eneergy, visual trransparency, ssolar
control aand low priimary energy
y demands. One
transparent solar therm
mal facade co
ollector is alreeady
being maarketed[2].
IIn [3], carried out withiin the Europpean
project “C
Cost-Effective”, a new typ
pe of Transpaarent
Solar Theermal Collecttor (TSTC) was
w developed and
optimizedd. At the sam
me time a deetailed modell for
TSTC waas developedd. Figure 1 sh
hows a schem
matic
illustratinng a possible TSTC con
nstruction. The
collector consists of a triple glazin
ng that includdes a
b
the cover glass ppane
transparent absorber between
orber is fitted w
with
and the central glass paane. The abso
tilted slatts, which blocck all direct raadiation abovee the
cut-off anngle. The goaal is to control the heat flow
w to
the room
m and prevennt glare in su
ummer. In wiinter
when thee sun’s positioon is lower in
n the sky, higgher
solar trannsmission ressults. . The collector
c
allow
ws a
good view
w to the outside, and the glazing servees as
insulationn against the outdoor temp
peratures andd the

Figure 2 - TSTC, view ffrom the inside.

d model
Exiisting detailed
TC detailed m
model develop
ped in [3]
The TST
has many inputs and outputs. IInputs are, forr example,
mperatures, the
t
direct
the outdoor and indoor tem
normal irradiation, the fluid innlet temperaturre, etc.
The two mosst significant ooutputs are:
- the heat fllow from the ccomponent to
owards the
inteerior Qint (W*m
m- aperture), and
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- the heat flow removed by the fluid Quse (W*maperture).

- A simplified model may allow to compare façade
collectors by including the simplified model in a
norm, as it is done for standard roof collectors[6].

The detailed model in [2] is a thermal multi-node
model, using an energy balance for each node/layer.
This energy balance is based on angle-dependent
absorbance and transmittance (for each layer),
temperature-dependent formulas for the convection
and the infrared heat-exchange, and constant thermal
resistances for conduction around the edges. The
complex energy balance is then resolved by a solver
to calculate the outputs.
The parameters of the model (spacing-properties,
IR-values…) have been calibrated for the first
prototypes by calorimeter measurements. This
parameterization must be carried out anew for each
type of collector.
A TRNSYS type was made of this detailed
model. Many whole-year simulations using TRNSYS
were then carried out with the developed TRNSYS
type coupled to a building and its HVAC system. The
simulations showed the energy saving potential of
such TSTCs, as presented in [4].
The detailed model is validated against validated
software, a flat plate collector measurement and
measurements of a glazing unit with integrated
blinds. Finally, the model is validated by calorimeter
measurements of a transparent solar thermal collector
prototype. The validation methodology is explained
in [3].
Need of a simplified model
A simplified model of TSTC was already
presented in [5]. However, this simplified model was
not capable of accurately modeling Qint and Quse,
since it neglects the effect of the operating mode on
Qint and underestimates Quse with increasing fraction
of diffuse irradiance. As a result, the calculated
heating and cooling loads were sometimes over or
underestimated, when the errors in the simplified
model reinforced each other.
The detailed model is accurate but complex,
with over 300 parameters to fit on the basis of
measurements.

Apart of the simplicity of use, a simplified
model is needed for several reasons:
-A simplified model with only 5 parameters to fit
requires only a limited number of expensive
calorimetric measurements.
- Computational time can be reduceded by using a
simplified model instead of a detailed model.

This papers aims to present a new simplified
model, in order to allow a good modeling of Quse and
Qint.

SIMPLIFIED MODEL
Existing model for opaque collectors
The efficiency
of collectors, as given, for
example, in [6], is usually calculated by
(1)
With
[m2*K *W-1]
- a1: linear heat loss coefficient in [W*K-1*m-2].
- a2: second order heat loss coefficient in [W*m-2
2
*K ].
- G the global irradiance on the collector surface
in W*m- .
- Text the ambient temperature.
- 0 the efficiency at zero temperature difference
between the mean fluid and the ambient temperature.
New Model
Contrary to opaque collectors, the efficiency
of a façade collector also depends on the temperature
of the building interior. The following formula was
developed:
(2)

With
-

[m2*K *W-1]

[m2*K* W-1]
- a1,int: internal linear heat loss coefficient [W*K-2
1
*m ],
- a2,int: internal second order heat loss coefficient
[W*m-2*K-2],
- a1,ext: external linear heat loss coefficient
[W*K-1*m-2],
- a2,ext: external second order heat loss coefficient
[W*m-2*K-2],
- G: total irradiance on the collector surface
W*m- ,
: the mean fluid
temperature in the collector,
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- Tint: the temperature of the building interior,
- Text: the ambient temperature,
0: the efficiency at zero temperature
difference between the fluid, the front and the back
of the collector.[3]
The hypothesis is that the heat flux to the
interior Qint equals:
(3)
Parameterization of the new model
In order to test this simplified formula, the
collector prototype developed in [3] was chosen. A
validated, detailed model already exists for this
prototype. This allows us to use accurate stationary
simulations in order to parameterize the simplified
formula.
For the parameterization, four input
parameters were varied: the exterior temperature Text,
the building interior temperature Tint, the direct
normal irradiance on the collector G and the fluid
inlet temperature Tfluid,in. The outputs were Quse, the
heat flux transmitted to the fluid, and so the
efficiency for each simulation.
First, we calculated 0 by setting Tint=Text
and varying Tfluid,in until X=Y=0. 0 was found to be
equal to 0.6989.
Simulations were carried out using many
combinations of the four input parameters, varying
within following ranges:
- Text was varied within [-20;40] with 5°C steps.
- Tint was varied within [0;40] with 5°C steps.
- Irradiance was varied within [50;1100] with 50
W*m-2 steps.
- Tfluid,in was varied within [20;80] with 5°C steps.
All values were simulated or calculated on
the basis of the aperture area of the TSTCs.
These 33,462 combinations of the inputs
cover almost all possible situations. There are also
unrealistic situations such as a Text=-20°C, Tint=40°C,
G=1100 W*m-2, Tfluid,in=30°C. This situation is
unrealistic because such a high indoor temperature
would not happen in reality with such a low outdoor
temperature.
After all the combinations were calculated
with the detailed model, the coefficients a1,int, a2,int,
a1,ext and a2,ext of the simplified model were
parameterized. The parameterization was done by
using a solver to minimize the Root Mean Squared
Error (RMSE) between detailed and simplified
model. The parameterization leads to following
formula:

(4)
For these values, the RMSE for the
efficiency was equal to 0.0300.
So the proposed formula is able to predict
the efficiency – and the resulting Quse -with a good
accuracy.
The coefficients determined show greater
losses towards the exterior. This corresponds to the
collector geometry, with a single glazing towards the
exterior and a double glazing towards the interior.
Influence of the set of simulations chosen
To assess the impact of the set of
simulations used to parameterize the formula, another
set of simulations was used. This time, the simulation
inputs were inspired by the standard EN 12 975-2.
This standard gives indoor and outdoor measurement
rules for determining efficiency curves of opaque
collectors:
- The standard requires that at least four different
values of Tfluid,in are used. We used 13 values, with
Tfluid,in varying within [20;80] with 5°C steps.
- Text and the irradiance were taken from weather data
(Stuttgart, Germany). Situations were chosen where
the irradiance on the collector surface is above 700
W*m-2, as required by the standard. Ten pairs of Text
and irradiance taken from a summer week were
simulated.
- Tint was varied within [15;35] with 5°C steps. This
corresponds to the range of indoor temperatures you
can encounter during a summer week in Germany.
All 650 combinations were simulated. The
coefficients of the simplified formula were optimized
to fit the simplified model to the detailed one in all
650 simulations.
The parameterization leads to the following
formula:
(5)
For these values, the RMSE for
to 0.0023..

was equal

The same process was done for 10 winter
situations:
- Tfluid,in was varied within [20;80] with 5°C steps.
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- Text andd the irradiannce were takeen from the ssame
weather ddata (Stuttgarrt). Only situaations where the
irradiancee on the collector surfacce is above 700
W*m-2 w
were chosen, as required by the standard. Ten
pairs of Text and irradiaance taken fro
om a winter w
week
were simuulated.
- Tint wass varied withinn [5;25] with 5°C steps, w
which
corresponnds to possiblle indoor temp
peratures durin
ing a
winter weeek.

Howeveer, the exact influence of choice of
the 4 input values to parametriize the equatio
on has not
beeen investigated
d in this work..

A
All 650 combbinations werre simulated. The
coefficiennts of the simpplified formulla were optim
mized
to fit the simplified moodel to the deetailed one inn all
650 simuulations.

he standard model
m
for opaqu
que collectors:
- Th

T
The parametterization leaads to follow
wing
formula:

Com
mparison witth other modeels
mmer and win
nter cases,
For the realistic sum
the model propo
osed in formu
mula (2) was compared
h two other models:
m
with

(1)
with

A
the form
mula using thhe equivalentt ambient
- And
tem
mperature:
(7)

(6)
o the colleector
For thesse values, thhe RMSE on
efficiencyy was equal too 0.0038.

with
h

F
From one set of simulation
ns to the otherr, the
parameters of the form
mula are closse. The choicce of
the set of simulationns used to parameterize the
equation seems to have a limited impact off the
b seen on following figgure.
coefficiennts, as can be
Especially for low X and Y value, which repreesent
ween the fluid
d and respectiively
small diffferences betw
outside annd inside tempperature, the difference
d
is loow.

oth models weere parameteri
rized for the winter
w
and
Bo
sum
mmer cases by
y minimizing the RMSE. The
T results
can
n be seen in following table::
Tab
ble 1 RMSE betw
ween the efficieency calculated with
seveeral models and
d the efficiency calculated with
h the
deta
ailed model, forr the summer annd winter casess.

RM
MSE
(on the
colllector
effiiciency η)
Sum
mmer cases
Win
nter cases

A
Average
Standard
ttemperature
Model (1)
m
model (7)

Simplified
Model (2)

0.0112

00.0203

0.0023

0.0125

00.0429

0.0038

One intteresting resuult is that Fo
ormula (1)
(staandard modell) works bettter than Forrmula (7)
(aveerage temperrature model)), without taaking into
account the indo
oor temperatuure. One expllanation is
thatt the exterior temperature has a larger influence
for the thermal losses and so on the collector’s
c
o the collectorr’s geometry.
effiiciency, due to
Figure 3 E
Efficiency surfaces with an irra
adiance on the
collector aarea of 1000 W*m
W -2, parametrized with the firrst
voluminouus simulation seet (orange) , thee summer casess
(red) and tthe winter casees (blue).

The besst results are given by the proposed
sim
mplified modell (2).
Callculation of other outputs
The heeat flux goinng from the collector
tow
wards the inteerior of the building, Qinnt, is very
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important for the thermal simulation of building. We
proposed to extrapolate Qint from formula (2), with:
(3)

a1 = linear heat loss coefficient in W*K-1*m-2.
a2 = second order heat loss coefficient in W*m-2*K-2.
G = irradiance on the collector area in W*m- .
, mean fluid temperature.
Text = ambient temperature.
Tint = temperature of the building interior.

However, for the three sets of simulations
used (all combinations including unrealistic cases,
summer cases, and winter cases), formula (3) was not
able to model Qint. For example, for the summer
cases the RMSE value for Qint was 19.7 W*m-2. The
mean value of Qint over all summer cases for the
detailed model was 47.9 W*m-2. Even when fitting
the coefficients to decrease the RMSE on Qint
(without regards to ), Formula (3) was not able to
model Qint. The RMSE was, for example, equal to
11.0 W*m-2 for the summer cases. On possible
explanation is that the simplified model doesn’t take
into account the edge effects and the energy flowing
from the exterior directly to the interior through the
edge.

temperature.
0 = efficiency with no temperature difference
between the fluid and the ambient temperature.
a1,int = internal linear heat loss coefficient in
W*K-1*m-2.
a2,int = internal second order heat loss coefficient in
W*m-2*K-2.
a1,ext = external linear heat loss coefficient in
W*K-1*m-2.
a2,ext= external second order heat loss coefficient in
W*m-2*K-2.
G the total irradiance on the collector surface in
W*m- .

CONCLUSION
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A new simplified model to calculate the
efficiency of Transparent Solar Thermal Collectors
(TSTCs) has been presented and compared with other
models.
A detailed, validated model of a TSTC was
used to parameterize the simplified model using
different simulation data sets.
First investigations showed that the formula
was not able to predict the heat flux Qint from the
collector to the interior. However, the formula has
been proven to accurately model the collector’s
efficiency
for several sets of simulations. The
influence of the choice of
data set used to
parameterize the simulations appears to be negligible.
This new simplified model is capable of
modelling the collector gain. Further tests using
other types of solar thermal façade collectors, such as
[2] still need to be performed. The parameters can be
fitted on the basis of measurement or on the basis of
a physical model. It is still necessary to find a
simplified model which is capable of predicting the
heat flux Qint to the interior.
One long term goal is to have a comparison
tool for façade collectors, such as formula (1) for
opaque collectors. Such a formula could be
integrated in a future standard for façade thermal
collectors.
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NOMENCLATURE
Qint = heat flow from the component towards the
interior in W*m- aperture.
Quse = heat flow removed by the fluid in W*maperture.

=

equivalent

ambient
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